BLDSA Torbay Championship
Date
1st July 2017
Cost
£100 – swimmer supplies own kayak support
£150 – BLDSA supplied kayak support (£100 entry fee and £50 for kayak expenses).
Age Categories
Senior
Swim Wear
Traditional costume only
Registration
From 9.30 am - balcony above the cafe.
Briefing
10.15 am - balcony above the cafe.
Start
11:00 am - Meadfoot Beach.
Course
From Meadfoot Beach in Torquay across Torbay to Fishcombe Cove (Near Brixham Harbour)
where there will be a turnaround bouy. Those doing the full 8 miles will then turn and head
back to Meadfoot Beach, where there'll be a yellow finish buoy that you have to touch to
complete the swim.
Canoe Support
The BLDSA can supply you with canoe/kyak support or can supply your own (they must have
experience of sea conditions).
Conditions of Entry
1. This swim is restricted to fully paid-up junior & senior members of the BLDSA.
2. BLDSA Rules apply to this swim, i.e. only traditional swimming costumes/trunks (must not
extend beyond the end of the shoulder onto the upper arm and lower than the crotch onto
the upper leg) will be permitted (No wetsuits or body suits). Please see BLDSA website for
more details. Caps - Breaststroke swimmers must wear a PINK swimming cap. All other
swimmers can wear any colour cap other than white or pink. Note – only one cap may be
worn which have no insulating properties.
3. All swimmers must supply their own crew. Each crew member must wear a Life

jacket/buoyancy aid, a whistle must be available on the boat / kayak and a Flag Alpha must
be flown when the swimmer is in the water.
4. That you will declare that if you enter the swim whilst pregnant, you will inform the swim
secretary at the earliest possible opportunity, and will provide him/her with a letter from a
doctor or midwife confirming your suitability to enter the event. You understand that entry
may be refused to pregnant swimmers at the discretion of the swim secretary, following a
risk assessment.
Time limit
There will be a time limit of 3 hours to the turn around buoy in Fishcombe Cove and a total
limit of 6.5 hours on this swim.
Non UK Residents
Non UK Residents must provide evidence of membership of their governing body or
individual insurance for Open Water Swimming.
How to get to there
Meadfoot Beach Cafe, Meadfoot Sea Rd, Torquay TQ1 2LQ
Parking along Meadfoot Sea Rd.
Emergency Safety Cover
Emergency Safety cover will be provided; at a minimum this will include the BLDSA rescue
boat.
Changing Facilities
We rent a beach hut which you can use to get change in or there are the public toilets above
the cafe.
Presentations
The presentation will be held on the balcony above the cafe as soon as possible after the
last swimmer finishes.
General Information
All persons are advised to report any incidents, including near misses, to a nominated
person who shall be named at the championship briefing meeting.
The BLDSA has in place Anti-Bullying and Child/ Vulnerable Adult Policies. Copies of which
may be obtained from the BLDSA Hon. Child & Vulnerable Adults Protection Officer.
Accommodation
There are plenty of hotels in Torquay, please visit here for more info;
http://www.englishriviera.co.uk/where-to-stay/english-riviera/torquay
André Roberts
Swim Secretary
email: torbayswim@bldsa.org.uk
www.bldsa.org.uk - Information on all BLDSA events.

BRITISH LONG DISTANCE SWIMMING ASSOCIATION
Requirements/advice to kayakers escorting swimmers/providing safety cover at BLDSA
championships.
Paddler competency.
The minimum skill standard recommended is that equivalent to the kayak component of the
BCU Two Star award syllabus (www.canoe‐england.org.uk/tests‐i.../paddlesport‐start‐i‐1‐to‐
3‐star/ ). On many of our longer lake/sea events, skills and experience in excess of this level
will be needed, particularly being able to handle wind and associated waves up to
approximately Force 4. Paddlers must be able to remain with a swimmer and be able to
steer a straight course in tail, side and head winds. Tail winds present the greatest challenge
to escorting paddlers. If paddling a closed cockpit kayak the ability to exit a capsized boat
with spray deck in place is essential. Paddlers of sit on top craft should be able to self‐
rescue.
PLEASE BE AWARE PADDLERS WHO APPEAR TO LACK THE NECESSARY SKILLS TO STAY WITH
THEIR SWIMMER WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO CONTINUE AND THE SWIMMER REMOVED
FROM THE WATER BY SAFETY OFFICIALS.
Boats.
Closed cockpit kayaks and sit on top kayaks are suitable for use in escorting swimmers.
INFLATABLE KAYAKS MAY NOT BE USED IN BLDSA EVENTS. The boat must be watertight
and have sufficient buoyancy to keep it afloat should it capsize. Touring/sea kayaks are ideal
and are a requirement on some swims e.g. Windermere. On some events it is a requirement
that the swimmers’ clothing is carried on board the escort craft. This must be carried in such
a way that the safety of the boat and paddler is not compromised. Boats fitted with an
adjustable skeg are advantageous in cross/tail wind conditions. Boats must be fitted with
bow and stern toggles or grab handles. Kayakers should have paddled the boat and be
familiar with its’ handling characteristics before the event. In certain circumstances and with
suitably experienced crews open canoes may be used subject to the approval of event
organisers.
THE BLDSA RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REFUSE THE USE OF A BOAT SHOULD IT BE DEEMED
UNSUITABLE BY EVENT OFFICIALS.
Personal equipment.
All paddlers are required to wear a suitable personal floatation device and those using
closed cockpit kayaks are required to use a spray deck. Paddlers are advised that they need
to wear clothing suitable for being on the water for several hours in potentially changeable
weather conditions and to carry food/hydration for the duration of the event. On the longer
lake swims it is good practice to carry a first aid kit and survival bag. As paddlers are
responsible for navigation and course selection it is recommended that laminated maps and
a compass are carried.
ALL PADDLERS ARE REQUIRED TO CARRY A WHISTLE FOR EMERGENCY USE.

Flag Alpha
BLDSA rules require that Flag Alpha is flown by all craft escorting individual swimmers. Flag
Alpha is a maritime signal flag that when flown on its own indicates a vessel has a diver
down or swimmer in the water. Other craft are expected to give a wide berth and proceed
at slow speed. Although used at sea, its meaning is also understood by many inland water
users particularly in the Lake District. It is recommended that Flag Alpha is mounted on a
short pole and attached to the boat. (A section of lightweight tent pole is ideal and can be
easily mounted into a drilled out replacement drain bung or taped to the boat.) The practice
of placing the flag pole between the paddler and their buoyancy aid is not advised as it
could impede exit from the boat in the event of capsize. If the flag Alpha is held between the
kayaker and their floatation vest then BLDSA insurance will NOT cover any incidents
involved on or off the water, this may also apply to the escorted swimmers cover. Flag Alpha
must be removed if the swimmer retires.
Escorting a swimmer.
It is a requirement that all crews register with the event organisers and attend both the
swimmers and crew briefings. Paddlers must ensure they are familiar with the swim course
and key landmarks/navigation points en‐route. As well as communicating essential safety
information briefings also provide the opportunity for escort crews to ask questions/seek
clarification from the event organisers. Paddlers also need to be prepared for their
boats/equipment to be inspected by the event safety officer.
Before the event start paddlers need to ensure that they can recognise their swimmer once
on the water. Knowing the swimmer’s hat and swimsuit colour helps if it is the first time you
have crewed for a swimmer. Find out if they breathe bi‐laterally or to one side and which
side they would like you to paddle. On longer events most swimmers will feed/drink during
the swim so discuss their feeding strategy before going on the water. Paddlers will need to
ensure that the swimmers’ food/drink is stored in such a way that it is both secure and
easily accessible. Agree a start strategy as to where the swimmer will be picked up once the
race is underway. If there is a large field it might not be possible to pick up the swimmer for
several minutes after the start. It helps the swimmer to know where you will be, so before
the start agree if you will be to the left or right of the field and if you will go to the head of
the field and wait or approach them from the rear of the field.
Once underway paddlers must remain close to their swimmers and a maximum of no more
than 2‐3 metres away. Safety officials will warn paddlers who are too far away from their
swimmer and may ask them to leave the water if they are unable to remain close to the
swimmer. It is advisable for the kayak to lead just slightly in front of the swimmers eye line
thus giving the swimmer an escort with direction. At no point should the escort be totally
out in front or behind the swimmer, the safety officers on any event reserve the right to
remove any swimmer and escort that do not follow the advised rules. During the swim be
positive and try and encourage the swimmer, it does help psychologically to smile at them
and offer an occasional thumbs up. Be aware of signs of fatigue, illness, hypothermia etc.
and be prepared to seek advice/assistance from the safety boats. Communicating with a
swimmer during a race can prove a frustrating experience but try and remember that they
will be wearing ear plugs, their ears are covered by a thick silicone or latex hat, goggles
steam up and hand signals/gestures can be lost in the glare of the sun!

Escort paddlers are responsible for navigating the swim course and hazard avoidance. Be
prepared to shout a warning to other water users if they come too close. Sailing craft have
considerable blind spots caused by the mast and sails so a loud shout can be very useful. If
the swimmer starts wandering off course try to attract their attention to this fact and
indicate to them the correct course/position. If they try and nudge you off course or try and
swim too close to the kayak, motion or shout to them to move away from the boat. Be
aware that a cross wind affects a kayak significantly more than a swimmer and can blow the
boat onto the swimmer. If you are continually blown towards them then consider swapping
and paddling on the other side of them. Only do this with the agreement of the swimmer
and remember that some swimmers only breathe to one side and putting the kayak on the
wrong side will mean they will be unable to follow you.
Paddlers should compensate for a cross wind by adjusting their course towards the side the
wind is blowing from. The degree of off‐set will depend on the strength of the wind. Failing
to compensate for a cross wind can lead to competitors swimming further than they need to
in order to finish the race. A tail wind can prove tricky for paddlers and it is quite possible
that back paddling will be required to stay alongside a swimmer. In anything apart from
calm weather stopping to feed can lead to a swimmer drifting off course so paddlers need
to ensure that giving food and drinks is done quickly and efficiently. Paddlers must not
impede the progress of other swimmers and must follow instructions issued by event
officials.
General safety cover at circuit swims.
In most circumstances individual escorts are not allowed at circuit swims. This is however at
the discretion of event organisers and may be allowed in certain situations. On circuit
swims kayak cover will be deployed by the event safety officer and race referee. Usually
cover is dispersed to patrol sectors of a swim course or fixed points such as turn marks.
Paddlers are expected to attend both the swimmers’ and crew briefings. Swimmers are
responsible for their own navigation so paddlers should not intervene unless a swimmer is
wandering far off course or safety is compromised by other water users. Paddlers must not
impede the progress of swimmers and must follow instructions issued by event officials.
Safety procedures and emergency signals.
If a swimmer needs to leave the water ask them to hold the bow of the boat with their head
to one side with legs raised to either side of the kayak. This is so the paddler can maintain
visual contact and allows continual assessment of the ‘casualty’ until help arrives. If paddlers
capsize and are unable to roll back up they should remain with their kayak, with both
paddler and swimmer holding on to the boat until help arrives.
IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY/RETIREMENT PADDLERS SHOULD MAKE REPEATED
SHORT WHISTLE BLASTS UNTIL A SAFTEY BOAT ARRIVES. IF SAFE TO DO SO, PADDLE BLADES
SHOULD BE RAISED VERTICALLY IN THE AIR. FOR THOSE QUALIFIED CONTACT CAN BE MADE
WITH THE SAFETY BOATS ON VHF CH10. THE SAFETY OF THE PADDLER IS PARAMOUNT AND
AS SUCH THEY MUST NOT PUT THEMSELVES IN DANGER AND IF THEY FEEL THEIR SAFETY IS
BEING COMPROMISED, PADDLERS SHOULD BACK AWAY AND AWAIT THE ARRIVAL OF A
SAFETY BOAT, WHILST MAINTAINING VERBAL COMMUNICATION WITH THE SWIMMER.

